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1) When you speak of the new angle you are referring to the issue we discovered in the Veciana Army 

Intelligence File, correct?2) In reference to the current Alpha-66 organization, I was not aware that it is still in 

existence or is it now some kind of a VFW for former members who get together once a month, drink 

cervezas, and talk about how they off'd the President on that beautiful November afternoon? 3) Is there some 

way we can get Veciana to meet with us? If so, there are some questions which we may want to ask of him 

regarding a number of operations which I have found in Army records that could shed light onto his 

relationship with the Army. We may also want to pursue this lead with the Army by requesting the files on this 

operation to see if there are other individuals of interest to our research on this period who we could then ask 

to meet with in Miami if they still reside there.To:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc:	Dave Montague/ARRB, Christopher 

Barger/ARRB, Joseph Masih/ARRBFrom:	Manuel Legaspi/ARRBDate:	04/28/97 02:56:43 PMSubject: 	Re: 

VecianaHere are some of the things that might be accomplished by a trip to Miami:(Dave, Joe, Christopher, 

please add to this list if you have issues you want addressed)1. Reviewing the D.R.E. records at the University 

of Miami for possible leads for additional documents.2. Talking to Manuel Salvat to see if he has other records 

he might be willing to donate, either to us or to the U of Miami.3. Contacting the current Alpha-66 

organization for possible records they might have, with a particular focus on the time period surrounding the 

JFK assassination and the Castro assassination plots.4. Asking the University of Miami for records related to 

the use of campus land by the CIA under a commercial cover (the JMWAVE station was located on University 

property under the name of Zenith Technical Enterprises).5. Talking to Veciana, both about the $$ issue and 

about the new angle we discussed last week.6. Talking to Carlos Bringuier (he lives in Miami).  David 

Montague, Joe Masih  and I are going to try to call him tomorrow and ask him about the Oswald USMC 

manual, otherwise, he might have some records related to the New Orleans delegation of the DRE in his 

current possession.  If he is cooperative, perhaps a trip to Miami might be more productive...
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